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About This Game

Run or Die is a fast paced Endless Runner that focuses on movement based abilities (and a huge Ion Cannon)! Players must
make decisions in the blink of an eye and react quickly in order to make their way through a hazardous city environment where

every run is different! Can you make it to the Lab to save Flow?

Warning: Run or Die is not a casual game!

Features:

Tight controls

The R.O.D Suit which gives you access to 5 different Abilities
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Native Controller Support

3 Playable Characters (including a catdog)

Over 170 handcrafted maps

Day & Night Cycle

Endless Mode

Daily Runs in which players from all over the world run through the exact same city layout and have one shot a day to
grab the highest score

Training Mode, hone your skills to prepare for the run

Challenge Mode, collect all the Intel and reach the goal

User Created Challenge Map Support

Steam Workshop Integration for easy sharing of User Created Challenge Maps

Online Highscores to compare your score with the rest of the world

Pixel Art crafted with love

Music by Vidboy & Lifeformed

Steam Achievements

A quick restart button (trust us, you will love that one)

“I’m waiting for you at the Doc’s lab! Come! Quickly!”

P.S.: Run or Die is only available in English, but there are no refined English skills required to understand and enjoy the game.
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Title: Run or Die
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Team Flow
Publisher:
Team Flow
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2014
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80% crap fell asleep playing this game, most mundane mind numbing game\/story.
I just wanted a good quirky story could get hooked on and actualy care about the outcome,
 did not get that at all.. Love this game , super fast pace , tons of fun guns, new update is awsome , for load up and tear up some
zombie fun this game is my 10\/10 all time favorite, the gunplay and response is very good. the powers are fun, and the
challenges to unlock new crap as well as the top end legendary gear and set bonuses are super cool. this is a must own. i love this
game. Well I bought this expansion and also played with
the new faction "the forgotten".

They have some alternative game mechanics. And this is one
of the selling points of Endless Legend. Each faction does have
a different feel and strategy. But...

But these new stealth elements don't really contribute much to
the game experience. And here's why

1. Infiltration
You'll need an Army in the enemy teritory to infiltrate a city.
For this action influence is necessary (40 +)
And then you'll need to assign a hero to this city to act as
a spy.
The first options for infiltration only affect the city.
To access better options which affect the whole empire,
your hero has to stay in this city for 5, 10, 15 turns.

So in my opinion that's just too long, and too many
ressources have to be spent on this. Army, Influence,
and most importantly a hero!!

Instead I can just spend the ressources to build
a powerful army with a hero and just
siege the city, and then take it. Why bothering with all
this stealth stuff?

2. Stealing ressources
I need a army in the enemy teritory. Then they
have to occupy one single ressource or luxury resource.
And for each turn they steal some of the
ressources. But only from that one source.

Its easier and cheaper to buy the ressources on the
market in my opinion. Why bothering to spending several
units on this task?
And if I want to attack the economy of the enemy, I
can just siege his city.

3. Buying Technology
The forgotten do not have any science generation.
So they have to buy the technology with dust.
Or steal it through infiltration, which can fail.

Dust is too valuable to spend it on technology alone.
You'll think that you could progress faster, but it takes
time to gather the necessary amount of dust.
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So your progress is actually slower compared to other
factions.

So none of these mechanics are good enough to match
the traits of other factions. And thus this expansion
does not affect gameplay at all.

Just save the money for something else.
. Wonderful Game, just like the other Hybris games before. I just completed it with everything the game has to offer, including
all side missions, maximum Level on all characters, all minigame rewards and arena 100%. This game offers awesome
Storytelling, mostly nice Minigames, a deep fighting system with many elements and very nice written characters. Please give
me more of this Lucien!. Awesome and very unique way to deliver pizzas!
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JDM Tuner Racing reminds me of a Flash game, and there's apparently a reason for that. According to other gamers who've
bought this game, it's virtually identical to Drag Racer v3.

Normally, I wouldn't fault a game for seeming similar to another, especially since there's only so many ways to design a game
within the same genre. That said, JDMTR provides nothing new or of any value beyond the free Flash game that apparently
inspired it.

The basic concept behind JDMTR is illegal racing where you take normal cars, modify them way beyond the manufacturer's
specifications (which is dangerous in real life) while adding various bits of ridiculous design elements, such as an overly large
spoiler.

That alone would make for a fine game (and in fact, it's worked in other games), but JDMTR breaks down immediately once
you start playing it.

How so? Allow me to explain...

There is NO documentation, tutorial, or any instructions\/guides whatsoever. The game itself isn't difficult to play, but many
features within it \u2014 such as knowing how to fine tune your gear shift \u2014 or explaining certain acronyms (i.e. NOS) and
initialisms (i.e. RPM) are left entirely up to the player to figure out.

The menu system is confusing and clunky to use. For instance, there's a section entitled "setup," which most gamers will assume
means "this is the options menu." Not so in JDMTR. This section lets you tune your gear shift, but like I explained before,
offers no guidance on what any of it means or how it works.

The money you earn while playing lets you purchase new vehicles and upgrade components. The problem with this is there's no
"undo" function.

Some people might say, "There's a downgrade option to solve this!"

Well, yes and no. Downgrading will get rid of the last upgrade you bought and installed; however, it won't refund any of the
money you spent, so downgrading leaves you worse off than before.

The graphics are passable, but static and look at least a decade out of date, if not more so. Honestly, the graphics in JDMTR are
the least of its issues, which doesn't say much for it.

The actual gameplay is extremely limited and as far as I can tell, is entirely keyboard-only except for navigating the menus,
which uses the mouse.

Racing consists of pushing "up" on the arrow keys, while "left shift" will shift into a higher gear (oddly enough, you can't
downshift) and the "alt" key will fire NOS. Aside from clicking on menus, that's all the gameplay present in JDMTR.

Now to be fair, there is a positive to JDMTR: It's incredibly cheap (normally priced at 99 cents USD, and I got it on sale for 69
cents USD) so at absolute worst, you've wasted one solitary dollar. You can't buy anything for a dollar nowadays, not even a cup
of coffee or a bottle of soda.

So would I recommend JDM Tuner Racing? Absolutely not. Save yourself some money and go play the free Flash game version
instead.. Not really that impressive. Graphics and gameplay aren't bad at all, but the storyline is way too short and feels
somehow unfinished. While the first stage really was fun, later on the level design feels like the developers really didn't give a
damn about delivering a polished product. Even Stranglehold was better than this.

The Good:
+ Actually not a bad story and setting
+ Max Payne clones are always kinda fun
+ Pretty graphics
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The Bad:
- Way too short
- Often a bland level design
- Annoying techno soundtrack (depends on your taste though)
- Not much variety throughout the game

The Ugly:
-- Have I already mentioned that it's too damn short?

If you buy this during Sales for about $1, then it's okay I guess. Every other price you pay for this is way too much though.

4\/10. if you like Max Payne but don't want to spend the AAA bucks, then this game is for you. 3rd person just like
max. Bullet Time just like max. The story is a mexican police agent fighting against the cartels. Owned the disc copy
back in 2006 but never played it since I didn't know the cheat codes (goto www.cheathappens.com, these ones are free) to
play the game. For it's time, it's a awesome little game. With a SSD, load times are a breeeze.. A decently fun game, provided
you don't have huge expectations. It's one of the lesser-known Sierra games, and doesn't have a HUGE amount of puzzles or
variability to it (despite the "three routes" claim). It might take you just a couple of hours to grind through it all. But I'd say it's
worthwhile, if nothing else, for the underrepresented historical genre.... Great costume for Tamamo lovers, which resembles her
looks of lancer class version in Fate\/Grand Order.. Game is god damn amazing, graphics are mind blowing, it looks like a damn
dream, plays like one too.
A ton of upgrades and planes and weapons kinda overwhelming, and (for me at least) makes up for multiplayer being a bit bare
bones, would be cool to have more close quarter maps with tight corridors and obstacles.

To people who give negative reviews cause of no native HOTAS support: there have been workaround posted on reddit, using
x360ce and steam controller setup to have your HOTAS setups work with this game, so stop throwing a fit, I for one would like
for them to continue releasing games on PC.

Ace Combat is one of those series that just sticks to you, and I sure would like it to continue for years to come.. Should be
called Combine Clyde because merging with animals for all the different abilities is a lot more fun than cloning yourself just to
make them sit on buttons. I enjoyed going for 100% with the collectables and times though getting all of the Clydes out just felt
like a chore. Worth a quick play for the price, it's something I refer to as a pound shop game.
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